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Abstract: The method that is use to optimize the criterion
efficiency that depend on the previous experience is known as
machine learning. By using the statistics theory it creates the
mathematical model, and its major work is to surmise from the
examples gave. To take the data straightforwardly from the
information the approach uses computational methods. For
recognize and identify the disease correctly a pattern is very
necessary in Diagnosis recognition of disease. for creating the
different models machine learning is used, this model can use
for prediction of output and this output is depend on the input
that is related to the data which previously used. For curing any
disease it is very important to identify and detect that disease.
For classify the disease classification algorithms are used. It
uses are many dimensionality reduction algorithms and
classification algorithms. Without externally modified the
computer can learn with the help of the machine learning. For
taking the best fit from the observation set the hypothesis is
selected. Multi-dimensional and high dimensional are used in
machine learning. By using machine learning automatic and
classy algorithms can build.
Keywords : machine learning; disease detection; computer;
classifation algorithm.

acknowledgment of malady. for making the various models
machine learning is utilized, this model can use for
expectation of yield and this yield is rely upon the info that is
identified with the information which recently utilized. For
relieving any sickness it is essential to recognize and
distinguish that ailment. For characterize the ailment order
calculations are utilized. It uses are numerous dimensionality
decrease calculations and grouping calculations [2]. Without
remotely adjusted the PC can learn with the assistance of the
AI. For taking the best fit from the perception set the
speculation is chosen. Multi dimensional and high
dimensional are utilized in machine learning. By utilizing
machine learning programmed and tasteful calculations can
manufacture.
There is lots of scope of machine learning in the field of
medical. In some functions like medical imaging, medical
knowledge extraction, medical decision support, overall
patient management, protein-protein interaction used
automatic learning’s empirical domain. The machine
learning is used for detect and diagnose pneumonia, lung
cancer and many other diseases.

I. INTRODUCTION
To support the medicinal choices, the ongoing advances in
improvements and computing in innovation have
encouraged the standard gathering and capacity of medical
data. In many nations there is very necessary to store the data
of a patient in a proper digital format. For taking the medical
decisions that data are then gathered and analyzed [1]. This
data include predictions, signal, diagnosis, treatment, image
analysis and course. For perceive and distinguish the ailment
accurately an example is fundamental in Diagnosis
Figure 1: in various fields Machine learning applications
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II. TYPES OF MACHINE LEARNING
The main two types of machine learning are Supervised are
Unsupervised. There is some more machine learning are
Semi-Supervised, Deep learning, Evolutionary learning and
Reinforcement are discussed below [3]:
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semantic relation like Gene-Protein from Medline abstracts
Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm is used.

Figure 2: Types of Machine learning

B. Learning to extract relations from Medline
The author of the paper [11] introduced the Naive Bayes
classifier processed the individual sentence and it is consider
as features. Every feature is obtained as training set of
positive attribute. By using CNB algorithm and Naive Bayes,
words from Medline abstract the word can be extracting.

1. Supervised machine learningThis type of machine learning provides a training data set. As
depend on training data set this machine learning method
give response accurately to all inputs that are feasible.
Supervised Learning is also called as Learning from
examples [4]. There are two types of supervised machine
learning are regression and classification.

C. Extraction of Disease-Treatment relations from
Biomedical Sentences
The paper [12] proposed a method in which have between
diseases and treatments there are 8 semantic relations is
annotated in dataset. For relation identification and entity
recognition maximum entropy models and Hidden Markov
models are used.

2. Unsupervised machine learning
This type of machine learning finds the similarities between
the data that is input. On the basis of these similarities, this
technique us for data classification. This is often called as [5]
estimation of density. on the basis of similarities it have
clustering that make clusters.

D. Biomedical Language Processing:What’s beyond Pubmed
The writers of paper [13] show that for processing of
biomedical natural language processing is included. By using
natural language processing, it takes the disease name and
the solution is stored in disease’s database.

Some other types of machine learning are:
3. Semi-supervised machine learning
This technique is considered as the class of supervised
learning techniques. For training this machine learning uses
unlabelled data [6]. It is the learning that exists between
supervised learning and unsupervised learning. The
supervised learning has labeled data and unsupervised
learning has unlabelled-data.
4. Reinforcement machine learning
Behaviourist psychology supports this type of machine
learning. There is using and algorithm that denote that
answer is wrong but it does not tell how to correct that
answer. Until find the correct answer this algorithm performs
many tests [7]. In this learning improvement is not possible.
5. Evolutionary machine Learning
This type of learning shows that to make the progress how
the biological organisms are adapted [8]. For checking the
accuracy of the solution idea of fitness is used.
6. Deep machine learning
To optimize the result of the work this learning uses back
propagation for study the model parameters [9]. With several
processing layers this learning uses deep graph, this graph is
made with several transformation that can be linear and
nonlinear.

E. Hybrid Machine Learning Implementation for classifying
Disease-Treatment relations in Short texts
The paper [14] presented that by relation identification and
sentence selection to identify the most accurate words
selection techniques are used. In medical literature the work
of relation extraction is performed. in biomedical specific
field it uses short texts as data set.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS FOR
DIAGNOSIS THE DISEASES
For diagnose the diseases many scientist developed many
different machine learning algorithms. The researcher
describes that for diagnose the different diseases the machine
learning work efficiently. Different approaches used for
diagnosis different diseases are shown in figure 2. There is
bunches of extent of machine learning in the field of
medicinal. In certain capacities like medicinal imaging,
therapeutic information extraction, restorative choice help,
by and large patient administration, protein-protein
collaboration utilized programmed learning's observational
space. The machine learning is utilized for distinguish and
analyze pneumonia, lung malignant growth and numerous
different ailments.

III. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Semantic Relations in Bioscience text
The paper [10] described that for information extraction
structural representation it uses machine learning for
mapping the biomedical information. By using text
classification the medical abstract is extract. To extract the
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3. Disease of Liver
By using Naive bayes Classification algorithms and
Support vector machine the Vijayarani and Dhayanand [18]
predict the disease related to liver. The comparison of data
based on time execution and accuracy of the test.

Figure 3: types of diseases that detect by Machine learning
[15]
1. Disease related to heart

Figure 5: to detect liver disease the accuracy of machine

For monitoring and analysis the disease Otoom et al. [16]
presented a system. This proposed system is used to monitor
and detect the disease called Coronary artery disease. There
is taking a data set to find the accuracy of the proposed
system. For detect the disease two test are performed. There
are using three algorithm Functional Trees, Support vector
machine and Bayes Net.

learning [15].
4. Disease of Dengue
by using the Data Mining models Tarmizi et al. [19]
proposed task for Malaysia Dengue Outbreak Detection. It is
a contagious disease. The counties like Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand, India etc where weather is humid creates some
problem. To predict the dengue Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), Rough Set Theory (RS) and Decision Tree (DT) are
used as classification algorithms.
5. Disease of Hepatitis
A comparative analysis is done by Ba-Alwi and Hintaya
[20]. Naive Bayes updatable, K Star, NN, J48, LMT, Naive
Bayes are the algorithms that use for diagnosis of hepatitis
disease. In term of time and accuracy the measurement of
classification has done. By using WEKA and neural
connections the Comparative Analysis is performed. As
compared with result obtain from WEKA the result of neural
connections are low.

Figure 4: to detect heart disease the accuracy of machine
learning [15].
2. Disease of Diabetes
By using Naive Bayes and decision tree Iyer et al. [17]
introduced a model to detect the disease of diabetes. If there is
insulin production in body is insufficient then this disease
takes place. By using WEKA data mining tool several test
were performed.

Figure 6: to detect hepatitis disease the accuracy of machine
learning[15].

Figure 4 to detect diabetes disease the accuracy of machine
learning [15].
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V. CONCLUSION
The strategy that is use to advance the rule productivity that
rely upon the past experience is known as machine learning.
By utilizing the measurements hypothesis it makes the
scientific model, and its real work is to derive from the
models gave. To take the information direct from the data the
methodology utilizes computational methods. To bolster the
restorative decisions, the progressing propels in upgrades
and figuring in advancement has energized the standard
social affair and limit of medicinal information. In numerous
countries there is extremely important to store the
information of a patient in an appropriate advanced
arrangement. For taking the therapeutic choices that
information are then assembled and investigated. This
information
incorporates
expectations,
signal,
determination, treatment, picture investigation and course.
For check and separate the illness precisely a model is crucial
in Diagnosis affirmation of disease.
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